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REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
Central Washington University 
January 10, 1990 
Presiding Officer: Beverly Heckart 
Sue Tirotta Recording Secretary: 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Bundy, Vance, 
Duncan, Farkas, Marx, Martin, Smith and Wallace. 
Visitors: Anne Denman, Rose Clayton, Jim Haskett and Joe Antonich. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
Add reports from the Chair and the President . 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
*MOTION NO. 2721 Connie Roberts moved and Betty Evans seconded a motion to approve 
the m1nutes of the November 29, 1989 Senate meeting with the following chnages: 
1) Page 1, under ROLL CALL/Senators: note Garrity present. 
2) Page 7, 3rd paragraph, change "2) Strategy H be expanded to include sharing of 
faculty appointments in the arts and other disciplines with other 
universities; •.. " to read "2) Strategy H be expanded to include sharing of 






-Chalr Hec kart reported that Karl Cloninger, HPER, has resigned from the Faculty 
Senate and from the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee, and Bill vance, HPER, 
his place on both the Senate and the Personnel Committee. 
*MOTION NO . 2722 The Faculty Senate Executive Committee moved that Bill Vance 
replace Karl Cloninger on the Senate Personnel Committee. Motion passed. 
-Chair Heckart offered for distribution copies of 1) the 1990 CWU Faculty 
Legislative Agenda prepared by Legislative R~presentative Phil Backlund and 
given to legislators; and 2) the l/9/90 Daily Record (UPI ) article titled 
"Tenure info opened '' regarding the Supreme Court's ruling that universities 
cannot withhold from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) peer 
review material used in the tenure granting process . 
2. PRESIDENT 
President Donald Garrity reported that Harvey Vernier (Moses Lake) has 
resigned from the C.W.U. Board of Trustees. 
Faculty Fora have been scheduled from 3 : 00 to 5:00p . m. in the Grupe 
Conference Center on January 25 (A University Vision Statement) , February 15 
(Assessment) and March 8 (The University Resource Allocation Process). 
The President's Forum on Teaching as a Profession met in Olympia in 
November. The opening session began at the Governor's mans ion, and suosequent 
discussion focused on improvement of public school teacher preparation. The 
conference participants discussed 1) the role of the state in the process of 
public school teacher preparation; 2) means of recruiting more minority 
teachers to p ubl ic education; a nd 3) exemplary projects around the state (e.g., 
C.W.U. 's Selah project, etc.), The group concluded that teacher preparation is 
over-regulated by the state, and this view was expressed to the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction and the Governor. 
The Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges (NASC) has released its 
Evaluation Committee Report in which C.W.U. is re-accredited. Copies of this 
report are available for review in the Library and in the Deans' offices. 
President Garrity noted that the Evaluation Committee was especially impressed 
with the high level of student enthusiasm and commitment to the university. 
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3. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
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The Faculty Senate Chair urged the Senate to £ocus on substance and asked 
that suggestions for editing be written out and given to Ken Hammond (Geography) 
privately. She noted that time limits for discussion of each motion were 
printed in the agenda margin and that votes would be taken on each section as a 
whole after discussion (Asterisks (*) refer to changes to the Camp Field 
document made by the Academic Affairs Cc•mmittee.) Principal differences are in 
formatting: the Academic Affairs Committee has converted Outcomes Statements to 
Strategy Statements and added Outcomes Statements. The Academic Affairs 
Commtitee has added the new sections: "Graduate Education" and "Recruitment & 
Retention of Administrators." 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
FACULTY GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
*MOTION NO. 2723 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to 
the Camp Fleld Committee the following revised goal statement on Faculty Growth and 
Development. 
BRIEF RATIONALE If we wish to attain and maintain excellence in the university, 
faculty deserve and must have support in their efforts to keep abreast of 
information and techniques useful in any and all of their professional activities. 
*GOAL: To provide and encourage faculty to take advantage of opportunities for 
-professional growth and development throughout their careers at CWU. 
STRATEGIES: 
*A. Survey faculty to discover felt needs for growth and development. 
*B. Offer workshops or individual assistance to meet needs indicated by the 
faculty. 
*C. Provide information in a special section of the Bulletin on both on and 
off-campus opportunities for professional growth and development. 
*D. Establish a policy which allows, at the discretion o f the department, salary 
savings from faculty who are on retraining or professional leave or who accept 
visiting or exchange professorships to be retained by the department for 
replacement faculty or to meet other needs. 
*E. Support a program of visiting scholars. 
*F. Provide adequate and predictable support for faculty travel to professional 
conferences. 
G. Provide support for learning to use computers and computer applications. 
H. Provide support for the development of interdisciplinary, team-taught classes. 
I. Revise the merit and promotion evaluation procedure to consistently measure, 
recognize, and reward faculty growth and development. 
J. Remove the ceilings on professional growth salary increases. 
K. Implement a system to fund faculty for curriculum development. 
L. Provide staff for instructional support. 
*M. Allocate time for research for faculty. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Faculty will take advantage of opportunities for professional growth that is 
supported and rewarded. 
B. The university will systematically obtain information and ideas on needed 
growth and development opportunities. 
C. The faculty will be more satisfied with their personal performance. 
A Senator questioned the inclusion of item "J" regarding removal of the 
ceilings on professional growth salary increases; Ken Hammond replied that, 
although the removal of the ceilings is not supported by the legislature at this 
time, this item was included in the Strategy list because it is supported by 
general faculty sentiment. 
Another Senator noted that many of these strategies will be costly. Chair 
Heckart reminded the Senate that the definition of five-year goals is only the 
first step in the academic planning process. The next planning step will define 
one-year goals hinged on the five-year goals, and during Spring quarter 1990 
dollar figures will be appended to the goal statements. 
The Camp Field group's Outcome Statement "A" was re-included as Strategy 
"I," and the words "adequate and" were added to Strategy "F." 
Motion passed. 
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RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHIP, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
*MOTION NO. 2724 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to 
the Camp F1eld group the goal statement on Research, Scholarship, Grants and 
Contracts as revised. 
BRIEF RATIONALE A successful university experience will focus upon, expand and 
sharpen: 1) an appreciation and love of ideas; 2) the importance of systematic and 
informed analysis; and 3) the satisfaction of confronting an unknown and gaining new 
insights. Faculty serve as role models, and those who continue to explore new 
horizons are best equipped to inspire students to gain satisfaction from higher 
levels of creativity. The scholarly process is more important than the specific 
subject matter at hand. As a general rule faculty members should carry out their 
scholarly activities in areas that inspire them and where they feel most capable. 
Our students should come to appreciate or even admire those who do think and enjoy 
it. 
The keys to increased scholarly activity are time, talent and money. There is 
little to be gained from providing additional encouragement or technical assistance 
when teaching loads consume all available time and when released time creates a 
hardship for the department. 
*GOAL: To foster an environment that supports, encourages and rewards, research, 
scholarly and creative activity. 
STRATEGIES: 
*A. Continue to support professional and research leaves for faculty with qualified 
plans for research of interest to them. 
*B. Produce a written policy that all salary savings from faculty grants, contracts, 
and professional leaves will remain with the department for departmental use to 
secure replacement faculty or otherwise support the activities of the department. 
*C. Define research to include the production of practical teaching aids for use both 
on and off campus and all levels of teaching and learning. 
D. Provide support that includes information, seed money, funding and technical 
assistance for obtaining outside funding and for carrying out a project on the 
campus. 
E. Develop a process to assist faculty to implement research projects in teams with 
other faculty or with students. 
F. Facilitate interdisciplinary teamwork among faculty and among faculty and 
3tudents, particularly at the graduate level. 
G. Support the development and implementation of faculty and student research 
activities that contribute to the solution of existing international, national and 
regional problems. 
H. Continue to improve the recognition and reward system to take account overtly of 
scholarly and creative activities. 
*I. Provide support and assistance for the publication of research results. 
*J. Develop a formal support group among faculty, administrators and staff to take 
advantage of knowledge, expertise, and grant writing skills. 
*K. Eliminate from the agenda of the individual or research team many of the 
bookkeeping and reporting burdens now imposed. 
*L. Develop and implement means by which faculty expertise can be applied to contract 
work in the public interest. 
OUTCOMES: 
*A. By 1995, the annual total of faculty research, scholarly activity will increase 
over 1990 and be trending upward. 
*B. By 1995, financial support from outside sources (including donations of all types, 
grants and contracts) will be increased over 1990 and be trending upward. 
*C. By 1995, interdisciplinary and team research among faculty and students will be 
judged by the faculty to be easier than now to accomplish. 
*D. By 1995, the level of publication of research reports, monographs, journal 
articles, and other results of research will be increased over the level in 1990. 
A Senator noted the value of bringing faculty expertise to the public without 
direct competition with private consulting firms and individuals. Ken Hammond noted 
that a "Regional studies Center" for such a purpose is already an on-going effort. 
Strategy "L" was added. Dr. Hammond also noted that Strategy "B" would require a 
major change in current policy. 
Motion passed. 
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*MOTION NO. 2725 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the 
Camp F1eld group the revised statement on Student Recruitment and Retention. 
BRIEF RATIONALE The major function of most of the faculty at CWU is instruction of 
students enrolled for credit. For the sake of success (defined as effective 
instruction) and efficiency there is every reason to recruit students who have ability, 
a record of achievement, and an attitude toward learning that provides a very high 
probability of success and satisfaction in an academic setting. This should be true 
whether or not the student persists to graduation. 
GOAL: To recruit and retain high-quality students who can best take advantage of our 
academic programs. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Ma1ntain respectably high academic standards for admission to the University. 
B. Respond to the recruitment and entrance criteria established for individual 
programs of the University. 
c. Institute a creative, systematic and aggressive recruitment program for 
high-quality students. 
*D. Institute a creative, systematic and aggressive recruitment program for women and 
minorities for any program we offer but especially for the physical, biological and 
earth sciences or other areas where they are seriously underrepresented at CWU and 
on a nationwide basis. 
*E. Formally and systematically involve faculty in student recruitment. 
F. Provide access and support for underrepresented minorities and other nontraditional 
students who do not meet the standard criteria for admission. 
G. Review and improve quality, scope and coordination among the various learning 
assistance, academic skills, and tutoring programs. 
H. Continue to improve the new student orientation program. 
I. Develop a formal collaborative relationship among the administrative offices whose 
functions relate to student recruitment and retention. 
*J. Improve and materially support student advising. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. By 1995 the University will have established a student recruitment program that 
reflects the goals of the academic plan and includes, but is not limited to: 
1) enrollment targets and projections for the university; 
2) course and major supply/demand records and trends; 
3) strategies for improving and maintaining balance among programs; and 
4) the attraction of a diverse student body. 
B. By 1995 the yield of prospective students to applicants, applicants to accepted 
students, accepted students to enrollees and enrollees to graduates will all be 
increased. 
C. By 1995 minority enrollment at the University will be at least ten percent of the 
total enrollment. 
Discussion centered on the quality of current academic advising. Although 
consensus was not reached on a specific strategy for improving advising, Senators 
agreed that 1) improvement in and material support of the advising system is vital, and 
2) faculty should remain an important part of student advising at all levels. Strategy 
"J" was added. 
A student Senator requested clarification of "high-quality students" in the Goal. 
Ken Hammond responded that several criteria (i.e., high school GPA, SAT scores, etc.) 
are considered, but that "high-quality students" are perceived as those students having 
a high degree of university success. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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*MOTION NO. 2726 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the 
Camp Field Committee the revised goal statement on Academic Computing. 
BRIEF RATIONALE Academic computing has large unmet needs for facilities, equipment 
and support. For the sake of efficiency and effectiveness these deficiencies must be 
addressed. 
GOAL: To provide widely utilized and comprehensive academic and administrative 
computing systems in support of academic programs. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Biennially survey departments, programs and administrative units to determine 
academic computing needs. 
B. Develop a plan and schedule to address the need for equipment, software and 
facilities. 
C. Provide individual faculty access to university mainframe systems and to 
microcomputer hardware/software, including appropriate communication 
networks/linkages for use in teaching, research, creative activities and public 
service. 
D. Provide for the timely dissemination of information to departments and programs on 
university computing capability and availability of support to facilitate academic 
work. 
E. Provide support staff to answer questions and otherwise assist faculty to make 
their use of computers more effective. 
F. Offer at least one workshop each quarter to train faculty in the operation of 
university information systems. 
*G. Provide funds in each academic departmental or program budget for the purchase of 
teaching/research software. 
H. Provide funds in each academic Dean's budget for the purchase of teaching/research 
software. 
I . Provide additional laptop computing systems for faculty checkout. 
J . Provide portable classroom computer demonstration systems for faculty use. 
K. Provide individual faculty access to on-line data and research resources (e.g. 
library catalog and CD-ROM systems). 
L. Provide microcomputer laboratories in additional general-use classroom buildings. 
M. Establish appropriate LANS on campus. 
N. Establish policies to resolve issues of access/security. 
0 . Establish and publicize an organizational structure for information systems to 
include authority and responsibilities of various elements within the structure. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. By 1995 the University will have planned and begun to implement comprehensive 
academic and administrative computing systems to support academic program goals. 
B. By 1995 academic computer use will increase and be on an upward trend. 
C. By 1995 access to computers and assistance with their use will be campus-wide and 
routine. 
D. By 1995 purchases of computer equipment and software will be predictable and 
routine. 
*E. The percentage of expenditures for academic computing equipment and software for 
students and faculty will increase on a yearly basis. 
Ken Hammond pointed out that this segment 5-year goal statement was largely 
developed by the Academic Computing Committee. Senators suggested more flexibility in 
academic computing strategies and outcomes to account for nearly daily changes in 
technology. 
A Senator suggested that increasing funding for computing should be a part of 
"Outcomes;" Outcome "E" was added. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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*MOTION NO . 2727 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate approve and recommend to 
the Camp Field group the revised section on academic equipment. 
BRIEF RATIONALE Defensible instructional programs require access to adequate 
eqi1pment both for the sake of efficiency and to introduce students to the type of 
tools likely to be encountered in the workplace . We do not meet that standard now, 
especially in the sciences. Much of research today is even more demanding of 
state-of-the-art equipment. 
GOAL : To acquire, make available and service equipment needed to support all academic 
functions consistent with our mission. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. At least annually identify state-of-the-art equipment for the various departments 
and programs. 
B. Acquire needed equipment as identified by departments and programs. 
C. Develop an equipment program that sets priorities for support of academic program 
goals. 
D. Establish a realistic equipment replacement schedule. 
*E. Develop and implement plans for acquiring state, federal, and private funding for 
academic equipment. 
OUTCOMES: 
By 1995, the University will have planned and implemented a program to acquire, 
maintain and replace equipment to support our programs of instruction, artistic 
endeavor, research and public service. 
Senators asked 
"A" be broadened, 
to Stragegy "B." 
Motion passed. 
that 1) the concept of annual equipment identification in Strategy 
and that 2) the commitment to acquire requested equipment be added 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
*MOTION NO. 2728 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the 
Camp Field group the revised goal statement on Off-Campus Programs. 
BRIEF RATIONALE The university has a long-standing commitment to the service of 
placebound students and to the provision of classes and in-service training for the 
improvement of teaching and teachers. We have the desire, experience and expertise to 
continue these services. The future role of CWU is unpredictable because the state 
acts unpredictably with regard to enrollment limits and branch campuses. In spite of 
this fact we need to plan for the rendering of off-campus services. 
GOAL: To provide quality academic opportunities through extended programs in light of 
~mission and priorities of the university and outside influences. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Maintain the quality of off-campus faculty and staff at the same level as on-campus 
faculty and staff. 
B. Establish policies and procedures to maintain the quality of off-campus instruction 
including (but not limited to) orientation for adjunct faculty and systematic 
evaluation of instruction. 
C. Continue to provide and improve off-campus access to library resources, equipment 
and teaching materials. 
D. Assess the total range of needs for academic and student support services for 
off-campus centers. 
E. Reaffirm the University commitment to placebound students. 
F . Thoroughly evaluate the needs to be served by off-campus centers. 
G. Develop non-traditional methods of course delivery which will better serve less 
accessible areas. 
H. Increase continuing education offerings by marketing to business, education, and 
other professional organizations. 
I. Improve communications between off-campus and on-campus programs. 
J . Use off-campus centers to experiment with collaborative models for academic 
programs involving two or more institutions. 
(continued) 
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*A . By 1 993 all center sites and programs will be evaluated to ensure they best serve 
the needs of client populations. 
*B. By 1995 the University will have defined the future role and scope of its extended 
programs. 
*C. The University will continue to offer extended university programs of the highest 
quality. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
THE LIBRARY 
*MOTION NO. 2729 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the 
Camp F1eld Planning group the revised goal statement on the Library. 
BRIEF RATIONALE Both instruction and scholarly activity require substantial support 
from the mult1ple functions of the library. Public service may make less intensive use 
of library resources but the amount is not zero. 
GOAL: To provide a high level of support for instruction, research and public service 
act1vities by making accessible and available a representative collection of 
resources, services and programs supported with highly qualified faculty and staff. 
STRATEGIES : 
A. Acqu1re print, non-print and electronic resources supportive of the curriculum. 
B. Acquire print, non-print and electronic recources supportive of accreditation 
requirements. 
C. Increase space allocation for library collections, user accommodations and staff 
work space. 
D. Develop alternative means for providing access to the periodical literature in 
response to rising costs and relatively decreased availability. 
*E. Continue implementation of an integrated on-line system with functional interfaces 
to provide user accessibility on and off campus. The system includes cataloging, 
circulation, acquisition, serials and reserve room requests for both print and 
non-print materials, booking of space, equipment and other library resources and 
for management reporting capabilities. 
F. Develop a syste~ for bibliographic access to university owned collections of 
software, databases, CD-ROMS and other materials housed at various locations on and 
off campus. 
G. Support a media services program that can take full advantage of both new 
technology and the campus telecommunications system as it develops. 
*H. Establish a realistic media-equipment replacement schedule. 
I. Improve off-site electronic access to on-line databases, bibliographic information, 
interlibrary loan and the media instructional delivery system including, but not 
limited to, audio, film, video, disk, TV, and satellite programming. 
*J. Provide adequate staffing for services projected. 
OUTCOMES: 
*A . By 1 995, library services will be more extensive than in 1990. 
*B. By 1995, library resources will be more extensive than in 1990. 
*C. By 1995, library services and resources will be more readily available to the using 
publics than in 1990. 
*D . By 1995, use of library resources will have increased over use in 1990. 
*E . By 1995, user satisfaction with the resources and services of the library will be 
increased over 1990. 
Senators asked that 1) the support of highly qualified faculty and staff be noted 
in the Goal; 2) that electronic resources be noted in Strategies "A~nd "B;" 3) that 
Strategy "E" include ser1als and electronic materials, 4) that "off-site" in Strategies 
"E" and "I" be clarified to mean "Library off-site", and 5) that Strategy "J" be added 
to "provide adequate staffing for services projected." 
Senators opposed the concept of total centralization of all Library-type resources 
because "Department Library" resources are usually donated by department members and 
are used needed for immediate reference. They are limited by both space and money: 
there is no material support for cataloguing them. Support was expressed for extended 
Library hours and a Lounge/Food Facility associated with the Library which would 
encourage extended access by patrons. 
Motion passed. 
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*MOTION NO. 2730 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the 
Camp F1eld group the goal statement on Graduate Education. 
BRIEF RATIONALE In common with general education and teacher education, graduate 
education cuts across many programs and merits a separate goal statement in the plan. 
More individuals now recognize they need additional knowledge, skills and training to 
function in their current jobs. Additional credentials and masters degrees are 
becoming a more common requirement for career advancement. Career changes are now 
routine and may require advanced work at universities. A survey in 1988 showed that 
some 55% of all entering freshmen intended to continued in school beyond the 
baccalaureate level. Clearly, the demand for graduate level work will increase. 
GOAL: To provide high quality instruction to qualified candidates in our graduate 
programs. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Routinely assign faculty time for graduate student supervision and teaching. 
B. Provide competitive scholarships, fellowships and assistantships from diverse 
funding sources that are competitive with those of peer institutions. 
C. Support additional internship and field experience opportunities. 
D. Provide appropriate research equipment. 
E. Increase offerings of graduate seminars. 
F. Encourage production of a graduate student handbook. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Graduates will have research, writing and communication skills. 
B. Graduates will be prepared to contribute at a higher level in their place of 
employment. 
c. Graduates will have problem solving skills. 
Senators asked that 1) Strategy "A" be modified to include graduate supervision and 
teaching, 2) Strategies "E" and "F" be added, and 3) Outcome "C" be strengthened to 
include more than "problem solving skills." 
It was suggested that seminar offerings be increased to involve more faculty and 
somewhat replace "independent studies" as well as provide a more realistic gauge of 
faculty teaching loads. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
*RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF ADMINISTRATORS (new section) 
*MOTION NO. 2731 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the 
Camp Field group the goal statement on Recruitment and Retention of Administrators. 
[Brief Rationale, Goal, Strategies and Outcomes were included on the meeting agenda.] 
Senators generally agreed that it is a good idea to widen the Academic Plan to 
include the role of administrators, but they disagreed on what aspects of 
administrative roles should be included in an Academic Plan. 
*MOTION NO. 2732 Barry Donahue moved and Charles McGehee seconded a motion to return 
MOTION NO. 2731 on Recruitment and Retention of Administrators to the Academic Affairs 
Committee so that the committee may refine it, broaden its scope and return it to the 
Faculty Senate on January 24, 1990. Motion passed. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting was adjourned at 4:55 p.m. 
* * * * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 24, 1990 * * * * * 
- I 
PLEASE BRING YOUR COPY OF THE PROPOSED FIVE YEAR GOALS 
ISSUED BY BOB BROWN ON NOVEMBER 8, 1989 AS WELL AS THIS 
AGENDA TO THE MEETING!!! 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10p.m., Wednesday, January 10, 1990 
SUB 204-205 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES - November 29, 1989 (with following 
changes): 
-Page 1, under ROLL CALL/Senators: note Garrity present. 
-Page 7, 3rd paragraph, change "2) Strategy H be expanded 
to include sharing of faculty appointments in the arts 
and other disciplines with other universities: .•. " to 
read "2) Strategy H be expanded to include sharing of 
faculty and artist in residence appointments with other 




-*MOTION: Moved that Bill Vance, HPER, replace Karl 
Cloninger, HPER, on the Senate Personnel Committee. 
2. Academic Affairs Committee 
DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED FIVE-YEAR GOALS FOR ACADEMIC 
PLANNING (distributed to all faculty 11/8/89 by 
Robert Brown) 
A. Faculty Growth and Development 
B. Research, Scholarship and Grants 
C. Student Recruitment and Retention 
D. Academic Computing 
E. Academic Equipment 
F. Off-Campus Programs 
G. The Library 
H. Graduate Education (new section) 
I. Recruitment & Retention of Administrators (new sectiQn) 
VI. ADJOURNMENT 
*** NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 24, 1990 *** 
REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
AGENDA - January 10, 1990 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Page 2 
The Faculty Senate Chair urges the Senate to focus on substance: please write out 
suggestions for editing and give them to Ken Hammond (Geography) privately. Time limits 
for discussion of each motion are printed in the margin. Votes will be taken on each 
section as a whole after discussion. Compare substance of Motions 1 through 7 with the 
working draft issued by Bob Brown. Statements are both similar and different. Asterisks 
(*) refer to changes made by the Academic Affairs Committee. Principal differences are in 
formatting. The Academic Affairs Committee has converted Outcomes Statements to Strategy 
Statements and added Outcomes Statements. The Academic Affairs Commtitee has added the new 
sections: Graduate Education and Recruitment & Retention of Administrators. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
15 minutes FACULTY GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
MOTION NO. 1 Moved, that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
Comm1ttee the following revised motion on Faculty Growth and Development. 
Brief Rationale If we wish to attain and maintain excellence in the university, faculty 
deserve and must have support in their efforts to keep aoreast of information and 
techniques useful in any and all of their professional activities. 
*Goal: To provide and encourage faculty to take advantage of opportunities for 
professional growth and development throughout their careers at CWU. 
Strategies: 
*A. Survey 'faculty to discover felt needs for growth and development. 
*B. Offer workshops or individual assistance to meet needs ·indicated by the faculty. 
*C. Provide information in a special section of the Bulletin on both on and off-campus 
opportunities for professional growth and development. 
*D. Establish a policy which allows, at the discretion of the department, salary savings 
from faculty who are on retraining or professional leave or who accept visiting or 
exchange professorships to be retained by the department for replacement faculty or to 
meet other needs. 
*E. Support a program of visiting scholars. 
*F. Provide predictable support for faculty travel to professional conferences. 
G. Provide support for learning to use computers and .computer applications. 
H. Provide support for the development of interdisciplinary, team-taught classes. 
I. Remove the ceilings on professional growth salary increases. 
J. Implement a system to fund faculty for curriculum development. 
K. Provide staff for instructional support. 
*L. Allocate time for research for faculty. 
outcomes: 
A. Faculty will take advantage of opportunities for professional growth that is supported 
and rewarded. 
B. The university will systematically obtain information and ideas on needed growth and 
development opportunities. 
C. The faculty will be more satisfied with their personal performance. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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15 minutes RESEARCH, SCHOLARSHIP, GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
MOTION NO. 2 Moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field group 
the goal statement on Research, Scholarship, Grants and Contracts as revised. 
' 3rief Rationale A successful university experience will focus upon, expand and sharpen: l) 
tn apprec1at1on and love of ideas: 2) the importance of systematic and informed analysis: ~nd 3) the ~atisfaction of confronting an unknown and gaining new insights. Faculty serve 
as role models, and those who continue to explore new horizons are best equipped to inspire 
students to gain satisfaction from higher levels of creativity. The scholarly process is 
more important than the specific subject matter at hand. As a general rule faculty members 
should carry out their scholarly activities in areas that inspire them and where they feel 
most capable. Our students should come to appreciate or even admire those who do think and 
enjoy it. 
The keys to increased scholarly activity are time, talent and money. There is little to be 
gained from providing additional encouragement or technical assistance when teaching loads 
consume all available time and when released time creates a hardship for the department. 
*Goal: To fostor an environment that supports, encourages and rewards, research, scholarly 
and creative activity. 
Strategies: 
*A. Continue to support professional and research leaves for faculty with qualified plans 
for research of interest to them. 
*B. Produce a written policy that all salary savings from faculty grants, contracts, and 
professional leaves will remain with the department for departmental use to secure 
replacement faculty or otherwise support the activities of the department. 
*C. Define research to include the production of practical teaching aids for use both on 
and off campus and all levels of teaching and learning. 
D. Provide support that includes information, seed money, funding and technical assistance 
for obtaining outside funding and for carrying out a project on the campus. 
~. Develop a process to assist faculty to implement research projects in teams with other 
faculty or with students. 
F. Facilitate interdisciplinary teamwork among faculty and among faculty and students, 
particularly at the graduate level. 
G. Support the development and implementation of faculty and student research activities 
that contribute to the solution of existing international, national and regional 
problems. 
H. Continue to improve the recognition and reward system to take account overtly of 
scholarly and creative activities. 
*I. Provide support and assistance for the publication of research results. 
*J. Develop a formal support group among faculty, administrators and staff to take 
advantage of knowledge, expertise, and grant. writing skills. 
*K. Eliminate from the agenda of the individual or research team many of the bookkeeping 
and reporting burdens now imposed. 
Outcomes: 
*A. By 1995, the annual total of faculty research, scholarly activity will increase over 
1990 and be trending upward. 
*B. By 1995, financial support from outside sources (including donations of all types, 
grants and contracts) will be increased over 1990 and be trending upward. 
*C. By 1995, interdisciplinary and team research among faculty and students will be judged 
by the faculty to be easier than now to accomplish. 
·p. By 1995, the level of publication of research reports, monographs, journal articles, 
and other results of research will be increased over the level in 1990. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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MOTION NO. 3 Moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field group the 
rev1sed statement on Student Recruitment and Retention. 
Brief Rationale The major function of most of the faculty at CWU is instruction of 
students enrolled for credit. For the sake of success (defined as effective instruction) 
and efficiency there is every reason to recruit students who have ability, a record of 
achievement, and an attitude toward learning that provides a very high probability of 
success and satisfaction in an academic setting. This should be true whether or not the 
student persists to graduation. 
Goal: To recruit and retain high-quality students who can best take advantage of our 
academic programs. 
Strategies: 
A. Maintain respectably high academic standards for admission to the University. 
B. Respond to the recruitment and entrance criteria established for individual programs of 
the University. 
C. Institute a creative, systematic and aggressive recruitment program for high-quality 
students. 
*D. Institute a creative, systematic and aggressive recruitment program for women and 
minorities for any program we offer but especially for the physical, biological ~nd 
earth sciences or other areas where they are seriously underrepresented at CWU and on a 
nationwide basis. 
*E. Formally and systematically involve faculty in student recruitment. 
F. Provide access and support for underrepresented minorities and other nontraditional 
students who do not meet the standard criteria for admission. 
G. Review and improve quality, scope and coordination among the various learning 
assistance, academic skills, and tutoring programs. 
R. Continue to improve the new student orientation program. 
I . Develop a formal collaborative relationship among the administrative offices whose 
functions relate to student recruitment and retention. 
OUtcomes: 
A. By 1995 the University will have established a student recruitment program that 
reflects the goals of the academic plan and includes, but is not limited to: 
l) enrollment targets and projections for the university~ 
2) course and major supply/demand records and trends~ 
3) strategies for improving and maintaining balance among programs~ and 
4) the attraction of a diverse student body. 
B, By 1995 the yield of prospective students to applicants, applicants to accepted 
students, accepted students to enrollees and enrollees to graduates will all be 
increased. 
c. By 1995 minority enrollment at the University will be at least ten percent of the total 
enrollment. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
. 
. 
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MOTION NO. 4 Moved, that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
Committee the revised goal statement on Academic Computing. 
~rief Ra tionale Academic computing has large unmet needs for facilities, equipment and 
lupport. For t he sake of efficiency and effectiveness these deficiencies must be 
~dressed. 
Goal: To provide widely utilized and comprehensive academic and administrative computing 
systems in support of academic programs. 
Strategies: 
A. Biennially survey departments, programs and administrative units to determine academic 
computing needs. 
B. Develop a plan and schedule to address the need for equipment, software and facilities. 
c. Provide individual faculty access to university mainframe systems and to microcomputer 
hardware/software, including appropriate communication networks/linkages for use in 
teaching, research, creative activities and public service. 
D. Provide for the timely dissemination of information to departments and programs on 
university computing capability and availability of support to facilitate academic 
work. 
E. Provide support staff to answer questions and otherwise assist faculty to make their 
use of computers more effective. 
F. Offer at least one workshop each quarter to train faculty in the operation of 
univeristy information systems. 
*G. Provide funds in each academic departmental or program budget for the purchase of 
teaching/research software. 
H. Provide funds in each academic Dean's budget for the purchase of teaching/research 
software. 
! . Provide additional laptop computing systems for faculty checkout. 
J . Provide portable classroom computer demonstration systems for faculty use. 
K. Provide individual faculty access to on-line data and research resources (e.g. library 
catalog and CD-ROM systems). 
L. Provide microcomputer laboratories in additional general-use classroom buildings. 
M. Establish appropriate LANS on campus. 
N. Establish policies to resolve issues of access/security. 
o. Establish and publicize an organizational structure for information systems to include 
authority and responsibilities of various elements within the structure. 
Outcomes: 
A. By 1995 the University will have planned and begun to implement comprehensive academic 
and administrative computing systems to support academic program goals. 
B. By 1995 academic computer use will increase and be on an upward trend. 
c. By 1995 access to computers and assistance with their use will be campus-wide and 
routine. 
D. By 1995 purchases of computer equipment and software will be predictable and routine. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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MOTION NO. 5 Moved, that the Faculty Senate approve and recommend to the Camp Field group 
the revised section on academic equipment. 
Brief Rationale Defensible instructional programs require access to adequate equipment 
both for the sake of efficiency and to introduce students to the type of tools likely to be 
encountered in the workplace. We do not meet that standard now, especially in the 
sciences. Much of research today is even more demanding of state-of-the-art equipment. 
Goal: To acquire, make available and service equipment needed to support all academic 
functions consistent with our mission. 
Strategies: 
A. Annually identify state-of-the-art equipment for the various departments and programs. 
B. Respond to equipment needs as identified by departments and programs. 
C. Develop an equipment program that sets priorities for support of academic program 
goals. 
D. Establish a realistic equipment replacement schedule. 
*E. Develop and implement plan~ for acquiring state, federal, and private funding for 
academic equipment. 
Outcomes: 
' By 1995, the University will have planned and implemented a program to acquire, maintain 
and replace equipment to support our programs of instruction, artistic endeavor, research 
and public service. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LO minutes OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
MOTION NO. 6 Moved, that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field group 
the revised goal statement on Off-Campus Programs. 
Brief Rationale The university has a long-standing committment to the service of 
placebound students and to the provision of classes and in-service training for the 
improvement of teaching and teachers. We have the desire, experience and expertise to 
continue these services. The future role of CWO is unpredictable because the state acts 
unpredictably with regard to enrollment limits and branch campuses. In spite of this fact 
we need to plan for the rendering of off-campus services. 
Goal: To provide quality academic opportunities through extended programs in light of the 
mission and priorities of the university and outside influences. 
Strategies: 
A. Maintain the quality of off-campus faculty and staff at the same level as on-campus 
faculty and staff. 
B. Establish policies and procedures to maintain the quality of off-campus instruction 
including (but not limited to) orientation for adjunct faculty and systematic 
evaluation of instruction, 
C. Continue to provide and improve off-campus access to library resources, equipment and 
teaching materials. 
D. Assess the total range of needs for academic and student support services for 
off-campus centers. 
E. Reaffirm the University commitment to placebound students. 
F. Thoroughly evaluate the needs to be served by off-campus centers. 
G. Develop non-traditional methods of course delivery which will better serve less 
accessible areas. 
(continued) 
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H. Increase continuing education offerings by marketing to business, education, and other 
professional organizations. 
,• Improve communications between off-campus and on-campus programs. 
J. Use off-campus centers to experiment with collaborative models for academic programs 
involving two or more institutions. 
Outcomes: 
*A. By 1993 all center sites and programs will be evaluated to ensure they best serve the 
needs of client populations. 
*B. By 1995 the University will have defined the future role and scope of its extended 
programs. 
*C. The University will continue to offer extended university programs of the highest 
quality. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
.0 minutes THE LIBRARY 
MOTION NO. 7 Moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field Planning 
group the revised goal statement on the Library. 
Brief Rationale Both instruction and scholarly activity require substantial support from 
the multiple functions of the library. Public service may make less intensive use of 
library resources but the amount is not zero. 
Goal: To provide a high level of support for instruction, research and public service 
activities by making accessible and available a representative collection of resources, 
services and programs supported with highly qualified staff. 
·f rateg ies: 
A. Acquire print and non-print resources supportive of the curriculum. 
B. Acquire print and non-print recources supportive of accreditation requirements. 
C, Increase space allocation for library collections, user accommodations and staff work 
space. 
D. Develop alternative means for providing access to the periodical literature in response 
to rising costs and relatively decreased availability. 
*E. Continue implementation of an integrated on-line system with functional interfaces to 
provide off-site access. The system includes cataloging, circulation, acquisition, 
and reserve room requests for both print and non-print materials, booking of space, 
equipment and other library resources and for management reporting capabilities. 
F. Develop a system for bibliographic access to university owned collections of software, 
databas.es, CD-ROMS and other materials housed at various locations on and off campus. 
G. Support a media services program that can take full advantage of both new technology 
and the campus telecommunications system as it develops. 
*H. Establish a realistic media equipment replacement schedule. 
I. Improve off-site electronic access to on-line databases, bibliographic information, 
interlibrary loan and the media instructional delivery system including, but not 
limited to, audio, film, video, disk, TV, and satellite programming. 
(continued) 
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*A• By 1995, library services will be more extensive than in 1990. 
*B. By 1995, library resources will be more extensive than in 1990. 
•c. By 1995, library services and resources will be more readily available to the u~ing 
publics than in 1990. 
*D. By 1995, use of library resources will have increased over use in 1990. 
*E. By 1995, user satisfaction with the resources and services of the library will be 
increased over 1990. 
• • * * * * • • * * • * * * * 
LO minutes *GRADUATE EDUCATION (new section) 
MOTION NO. 8 Moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field group 
the goal statement of Graduate Education. 
Brief Rationale In common with general education and teacher education, graduate education 
cuts across many programs and merits a separate goal statement in the plan. More 
individuals now recognize they need additional knowledge, skills and training to function 
in their current jobs. Additional credentials and masters degrees are becoming a more 
common requirement for career advancement. Career changes are now routine and may require 
advanced work at universities. A survey in 1988 showed that some 55\ of all entering 
,freshmen intended to continued in school beyond the baccalaureate level. Clearly, the 
demand for graduate level work will increase. 
Goal: To provide high quality instruction to qualified candidates in our graduate 
programs. 
Strategies: 
A. Routinely assign faculty time for graduate student supervision. 
B. Provide competitive scholarships, fellowships and assistantships from diverse funding 
sources that are competitive with those of peer institutions. 
c. Support additional internship and field experience opportunities. 
D. Provide appropriate research equipment. 
Outcomes: 
A. Graduates will have research, writing and communication skills. 
B. Graduates will be prepared to contribute at a higher level in their place of 
employment. 
C. Graduat~s will have problem solving skills. 
* * • * * * • • * • * * * * * 
.o minutes *RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF ADMINISTRATORS (new section) 
MOTION NO. 9 Moved that the Fac~lty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field group the 
goal statement on Recruitment and Retention of Administrators. 
Brief Rationale Much of the tone and agenda for the campus is set by individuals who 
occupy administ rative positions. An academic plan should provide for care in the hiring 
process. 
Goal: To attract, employ, support and retain the ~ost highly qualified administrators that 
can be assembled to carry out the missions and support the interests of the faculty at 
Central Washington University. · 
(continued) 
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A. Recruit on a timely basis~ recruit early in the academic year as a minimum and in 
advance of an anticipated need if possible. 
a. Support search committee and administrative visits to other universities and to 
attendance at professional meetings where contacts can be made and promising candidates 
identified. 
c. Establish procedures to allow designated university representatives to make timely job 
offers to top-rated candidates. 
D. Recruit on a global basis to provide for diversity of backgrounds among candidates. 
E. Provide search committees with relevant information and training that will assist them 
and facilitate a successful search for qualified candidates. 
F. Develop strategies for recruitment that are responsible to affirmative action goals. 
G. Develop high quality printed and audiovisual materials that will acquaint prospective 
candidates with CWU, the community and the region. 
H. Establish guidelines for offering tenure to new administrators. 
I. Allocate funds so the university can offer competitive salaries and other desirable 
conditions conducive to productive and satisfying work. 
Outcomes: 
A. By October 1 of each year, a university-wide announcement of all anticipated positions 
to be filled the following year will be prepared for publication. 
B. Positions to be filled will be ann9unced in appropriate publications. 
c. The university will be responsive to affirmative action goals for hiring. 
J• Administrators will be diversified and of high quality, and will have a primary 
commitment to the missions of Central Washington University, faculty interests and 
other uni'versity interests as they relate to the community, the region and the state. 
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Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
(509) 963-3231 
THE 1990 CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY LEGISLATIVE AGENDA 
The Faculty Senate of Central Washington University, representing the entire faculty, in an effort to 
improve the education of the students of the university and increase its service to the state of Washington, 
approved the following list of priorities for legislative action. We offer these items to inform legislators of 
the University's needs and faculty concerns. 
1. INCREASED ACCESS: The CWU faculty strongly supports increased access to higher education 
for deserving students in Washington State. Therefore, it requests the Washington legislature to lift the 
enrollment lids at Central and other comprehensive universities. Central serves both the region of Central 
Washington--from Omak to Goldendale--and the State. About 70% of our students are homebased in the 
Seattle-Tacoma area. Lifting the enrollment lid would enhance the university's mission to serve the higher 
education needs of Washington State. 
2. SERVING THE PLACEBOUND: The CWU faculty requests the legislature to continue support 
for the univcr•hy'• off•CiAttlPLii center• in the Puaet Sound area. CWU h•• offered off·campul tn•truetlon 
for more than half a century, and its centers in the Puget Sound region serve placebound students with 
needed programs. The off-campus centers, using existing facilities, cost the state less than the construction 
and maintenance of new campuses. Central's faculty urges the Washington State Legislature to reconsider 
the large appropriation of monies for the establishment of branch campuses in the Puget Sound region. 
3. NEED FOR EQUIPMENT: The CWU faculty underscores the need for the appropriation of 
monies for equipment in the natural sciences. The natural sciences will increasingly be a field of 
opportunity for young people and will continue to be an important part of the general education of all CWU 
students. Rapid advances in the sciences necessitate the constant updating of equipment in order to educate 
graduates in the most current knowledge and scientific methods. 
4. THANKS!! The CWU faculty commends the legislature for increasing faculty salaries in the most 
recent legislative appropriations. If Washington State intends to maintain a high quality of higher 
education, increased faculty salaries must remain on the legislative agenda given the emerging shortage of 
suitable instructors and the keen competition with other states' universities. 
5. KILLING THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS: The CWU faculty requests that the Washington 
State legislature re-examine graduate tuition rates at Central and other comprehensive universities. In 1989, 
graduate tuition rates at those institutions were raised by 33%, creating hardships for graduate students. 
Central has a range of useful graduate programs; they should not be priced above the means of students. 
Thank you for your attention. For further information, please contact either: 
Phil Backlund 
Faculty Legislative Representative 
Communication Department 
Central Washington University 
Ellensburg, W A 98926 
(509) 963-1066 
Beverly Heckart, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
Central Washington University 





WASIDNGTON (UPI) - The 
Supreme Court ruled Tuesday that 
universities cannot withhold from 
the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission peer review material 
used in the tenure granting process. 
The court, in a major defeat for 
schools that have been scrambling 
to keep such material secret, ruled 
unanimously, "We cannot accept 
the university's invitation to create 
a new privilege against the disclo-
sure of peer review materials." 
The court, in an opinion by 
Justice Harry Blackmun, said that 
as "Congress has recognized, the 
costs associated with racial and 
sexual discrimination in institutions 
of higher learning are very substan-
tial. 
"Few would deny that ferreting 
out this kind of invidious 
discrimination is a great if not 
compelling governmental interest 
Often ... disclosure of peer review 
materials will be necessary in order 
... . to determine whether illegal 
discrimination has taken place. 
"Indeed. if there is a 'smoking 
gun' to be found that demonstrates 
discrimination in tenure decisions, 
it is likely to be tucked away in peer 
review files." 
The court's decision came in a 
case brought by the University of 
Pennsylvania seeking review of a 
. ruling by the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals. 
The case stems from the 1985 
denial of tenure to Rosalie Tung, an 
associate professor in the Manage-
ment Department of the Wharton 
School at the University of Pennsyl-
vania. 
She filed a charge with the EEOC 
charging violations of Title Vll of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that she 
had been denied tenure because of 
her national origin, Chinese, and 
sex. 
The EEOC began an investigation 
and eventually issued a subpoena to 
U1e university to turn over a variety 
of materials including Tung's peer 
review materials and five others 
whose tenure was under considera-
tion at the same time. 
The Dai l y Recor d 
EITensburg, WA 
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